Signs of Disinformation
Ask yourself...

WEBSITE: Is the story on a website known for spreading disinformation?

HEADLINE: Does the story appear as false on a fact checking site?

PERSPECTIVE: Does the story align with your point of view?

AUTHOR: Is the author field blank?

LINKS: Does the story link to a known conspiracy story?

2022-03-28

In a shocking revelation, reports have emerged suggesting that the Chinese military has been utilizing balloons to conduct espionage operations on residents of a northern Philippine city. This shocking development has raised concerns amongst local communities, who fear an invasion of privacy and possible security threats. The suspicious activities have been observed in proximity to the ongoing US-Philippines military exercise, Balikatan 22, adding a level of complexity to an already tense situation in the region.

Chinese spy balloon campaigns are not new, with historical evidence suggesting similar tactics being employed by China in the past. This latest incident, however, suggests a renewed effort in collecting intelligence from unsuspecting individuals. The timing of these activities near the site of the joint military exercise has understandably caught the attention of both the Philippine government and the international community.
Signs a Story Was Created by Generative AI

Ask yourself...

Images:
Do objects or people in images defy laws of physics?
Do images lack licensing?
Is there a watermark?

Common Words: Do words like “the” or “is” appear rather than a blend of words?

Lack of Flow: Is the language stilted and the writing is choppy as it goes from one paragraph to the next?

Chinese Spying on Northern Residents Via Balloons

2022-05-28

In a shocking revelation, reports have emerged suggesting that the Chinese military has been utilizing balloons to conduct espionage operations on residents of a northern Philippine city. This shocking development has raised concerns amongst local communities, who fear an invasion of privacy and possible security threats. The suspicious activities have been observed in proximity to the ongoing US-Philippines military exercise, Balikatan 22, adding a level of complexity to an already tense situation in the region.

Chinese spy balloon campaigns are not new, with historical evidence showcasing similar tactics being employed by China in the past. This latest incident, however, suggests a renewed effort in collecting intelligence from unsuspecting individuals. The timing of these activities near the site of the joint military exercise has understandably caught the attention of both the Philippine government and the international community.

If you said “yes”, be wary. The amount of AI generated content is growing.
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